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Abstract The appropriate response to fluctuating demand situations is a major challenge manufacturing companies currently have to face these days. In particular, the selection of appropriate measures to adapt the production system efficiently is difficult. In order to handle an expected demand fluctuation, the goal is to reply the question about the optimal adjustment time of production systems in combination with measures of capacity synchronization. By the identification of influencing variables this optimum can be found for individual measures as well as for measure combinations. With the help of dynamic capacity envelopes, a pragmatic visualization is provided as well.
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1. Challenge in Planning at Fluctuating Demand

The environment of today's modern production systems is affected by an uncertain and at the same time always changing environment [1]. The situation of variable demand and its quantities have an important role in particular. An ever increasing product variation, which leads partly to product customization, provides the flexibility of production systems with new challenges [2]. The product life cycles of modern products are also becoming shorter. In combination with the fact that the approximation of demand volumes for these products is becoming increasingly complex, production planning faces large challenges [3].

A mismatch of demand and output is determined by barely sufficient considered changes and fluctuations of demand volumes [4]. On an operational level, it leads to a poor adjustment of resources and personnel. At a strategic level, it may result in contract penalties or contract losses due to poor delivery reliability. As a result of fluctuating demand, poor capacity utilization has a negative effect on the achievement of planned economic objectives of the company in particular [5]. For an appropriate compensation, therefore, adequate volume flexibility is needed [6, 7].

Volume flexibility is one of the main types of flexibility to respond to these ever increasing demand fluctuations [8] and thus one of the most important strategic instruments for the success of modern production systems. The general definition of volume flexibility corresponds to the ability to produce different output volumes profitable within a given maximum capacity of the production system [9-11]. Volume flexibility enables an adaption of the production output to the current market situation. In the short term, the velocity of volume synchronization is important; long term, it depends on the range of all possible production volumes [10]. Particularly important is the volume capacity in complex and hardly predictable demand situations [12]. In these situations, both declining demand and demand receipts have to be leveled by volume flexibility [10]. Further volume flexibility has to permit a rapid synchronization to rising demand in the initial and growth phase of a product life cycle. In the degeneration phase it enables an adaptation to the decline in sales up to the cessation of production [12].

2. Identification of Demand-oriented Measures

To achieve an adequate volume flexibility, operational measures are needed that can adapt the production system efficiently to changes in demand. Irrespective of the production structure, these measures are mostly applied from the field of capacity synchronization in practice. In existing production systems, this is usually carried out after completion of the production design and in the context of capacity planning, which is limited by capacity ceilings and floors [13]. Within this capacity synchronization there are different alternatives to response on demand situations. Load levelling is defined as the rapid and volume-minimal adaption of loads to a given capacity level. In turn, load adjustment approaches the capacity restrictions by shifting of entire orders. From the reverse perspective an adaption of the capacity to the load situation takes place by the capacity
adjustment at last. In summary, it can be seen as shown in Fig. 1.

In general, capacity is defined as the performance of an economic or technical unit, of any type, size and structure, in a certain period [14]. The maximum capacity or rather the upper performance limit is determined by the allocated capacity factors personnel and equipment [15]. An employee as well as an individual machine are considered as capacities, where their temporally availability is regarded for the realization of tasks [16]. In addition to machinery and equipment that availability can be also converted to multiple used side resources, such as tools and furnishings, which support the actual production process [17]. Thus, capacity documents a fortune for economic or technical performance by using a potential formed by individual resources and personnel in a period. Increasing / reduction of work overtime or an in-house change of labour can be cited as examples as well as the operation below capacity maxima or appropriate personnel configurations [4, 18].

In the long term, however, those in small incremental progressing adjustments involve the risk to solidify existing structures and to barely consider a comprehensive reorganization of the production system in terms of the four design fields organisation, technology, logistics and personnel [5, 19] or to initiate appropriate measures too late [20].

A new structural linkage of existing work systems on the material flow can exemplify that. In practice, manufacturing companies often miss the moment of switching their job-shop production to a flow line system or the other way around. Moreover, volume flexibility can be increased by innovative process technologies, such as flexible machining systems. Production planning and control systems that support the production systems and processes through an information technology coupling can also bring about a dramatic improvement in the volume flexibility. In addition, the conversion and adjustment expenses and related plant equipment affects the cycle time of production. This time has a high influence on the dynamic of volume flexibility. Further, elevated inventories increase the short-term ability to adapt to volume fluctuations as well.

**Figure 1.** Capacity synchronization as response on fluctuating demand
Production design and capacity synchronization are usually considered in isolation from each other and are aimed at different corporate levels. In the context of volume flexibility required, however, a consolidation of these two planning tasks in a participative production planning is pursued. Therefore, it is necessary to consider and differentiate this time horizon each planning task and its measures focus on. Generally, the horizon can be divided into short-, medium- and long-term and has to concretize as shown in Fig. 2. In the first phase, the load caused by a given demand situation, fluctuates in a short term to the normal-capacity value. To prevent idle time or overloading, a synchronization of the load profile can be achieved by temporally shifting of operations within its buffer or by switching to other workstations. If an appropriate qualification of employees is present, flexible capacity can be also scheduled by an internal exchange. A change in quantity, schedule shifting of orders or of individual operations can lead to a temporally adjustment on capacity as well. On a technological level, individual operations can be shifted to other machines, provided that these machines have spare capacity at the required time as well as the technical requirements for processing the order.

In the second phase, the available capacity is not sufficient overall. Therefore, the capacity can be adapted to the scheduled requirements by capacity adjustment. Furthermore, the increase of overtime can be an adequate measure as well. Adaptations of machinery are also achievable for medium- but especially long-term horizons. So the remaining fluctuations can be matched as in the first phase. The third phase provides the necessity of a medium-term capacity reduction. That kind of reduction can occur by closing a second shift or decommissioning of a machine.

In general, it can be pointed out that a linkage between time horizon and each measure of capacity synchronization is quite reasonable. To plan and coordinate these measures less responsively, however, it is necessary to analyse relations between fluctuating demand volume and the resulting poor capacity situations. Thereby suitable influencing variables have to be identified that constitute an effective basis for prevention and a higher efficiency of planning. Especially small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) can benefit from those variables. Due to the fact that there are rarely independent planning departments in SME, it is difficult to plan efficient production system design and capacity synchronization simultaneously [20]. In the end the variables will be incorporated in a decision support for manufacturing SMEs.

3. Influences on the Optimal Initial Time Date

As seen before, a measure and its impact can be roughly assigned to a short-, medium- or long-term horizon. But to choose the appropriate measure or set of measures at the right time, it is relevant to characterise these measures concerning their influencing variables. To achieve a suitable estimate of the optimal initial time of a measure, it requires a more detailed consideration of the present load situation and the expected degree of demand fluctuation.

The situation can be described with the help of load points that occurrence forecasted at a specific time and require a distinct capacity to cope. This load points can be set in relationship via a positive or negative gradient. In relations with gradient $\sigma = 0$ would cause the same load situation in the system, but at a later time date. This situation has no relevance for future consideration, since it requires no measures in terms of the present capacity and thus no redesign time. The gradient between two load points is derived from the approximate amount and duration to the possible occurrence of future demand fluctuation. Thereby, the vertical deviation of the new load point can provide information about it, whether the currently existing capacity limitation of the system is sufficient to meet the expected demand volume. Otherwise, it indicates the minimum capacity that must be obtained with the aid of a suitable measure. This relation is shown in Fig. 3. The trade between overtime and weekend shifts can exemplify that illustratively.
To identify the optimal initial time date, however, the period of time is critical to the appearance of the new load situation. Any measure can be evaluated by those response times. This response time is made up of a procurement and installation time. The procurement time is the time until the action is available, while the installation time represents the time taken until this availability is fully usable. The specific procurement time for the recruitment of other staff as well as the subsequent person-dependent learning curve can exemplify that. These variables are to be assessed for each measure. With the following equation it is possible to determinate its initial time date:

$$t_{UGS} = t_{L} - t_{BZ} - t_{IZ}$$

with $t_{UGS}$ = initial time date; $t_{L}$ = load time; $t_{BZ}$ = procurement time; $t_{IZ}$ = installation time;

$$t \in \mathbb{R}$$ (1)

It can be stated, that the steeper is the slope between the two load points, the short-term and / or more effective it requires the use of capacitive measures. For shallow gradients, the reverse applies. Depending on this evaluation, measures can be also sorted out, which required initial time date is already in the past. These measures could be scheduled only with delay.

Another important variable, which has an influence on the selection of the appropriate measure, is the minimum use time. It describes the minimum slice of time over which a measure has to be held in order be economically viable. Experience shows that this time phase increases over the amount of additional capacity [21]. Depending on the expected additional demand volume, it means that the minimum use time corresponds to the time, it can be produced cost-covering from that on. The following equation formulates this relationship:

$$t_{MEZ} = \frac{K_{Mi}}{(V_{Ln+1} - V_{Ln}) \times p_{V}}$$

with $t_{MEZ}$ = minimal use time; $K_{Mi}$ = cost of measure;

$V_{L}$ = demand volume; $p_{V}$ = price per volume unit (2)

With the help of these variables a characterization of all relevant measures of capacity planning and production design can be made. Depending on a given situation, it could be even possible to recommend appropriate combinations of measures by using a mathematical algorithm. But therefore, the specific restrictions of an applicability of each measure have to be identified in particular. For example, the number of expandable eight-hour-shifts is limited to three shifts per day. Likewise, the number of possible overtime per employee per day is fixed by law.
In turn, the purchase of new machinery and equipment is limited by available space in the plant. It is obvious that the combinations of the characterized measures must be interpreted in advance with the help of stochastics. Additionally, the ultimate use of certain measures can exclude other measures or made them available again. For example, the initialization of a second shift with more personnel hired enables more overtime of this staff. Finally, the result can be visualized in the form of so-called capacity envelopes as shown in Fig. 4. In their representation capacity envelopes serve the advantage of a pragmatic measure selection. The goal is a dynamically adaption of these envelopes to a given situation and according to each new load point as well as the measures that are already used. Finally, it provides a cost-effective adaption of operational production capacities to future capacity requirements.

4. Conclusions

The expected result of this research is a decision aid for the optimal design of a production system with fluctuating demand volumes. Using a classification and assessment of responding measures from capacity synchronization and production design, it enables the use of mathematical algorithms to determine the optimal initial time date for an appropriate measure to efficiently adapt to volume fluctuations of demand. Thus, by the identified response times of each measure, it is possible to influence directly to the responsiveness of a production system. In accordance with the additional consideration of the economic impact of those measures, a respective added value in terms of the required dynamic volume flexibility is provided.

Thus, the results serve a facilitating evaluation and assessment of complex combination alternatives in terms of production design and capacity planning based on production areas within the company and provides the ability to identify untapped potential for optimization. Due to the individual indication of the period, this decision aid is also for different target prospects useable: For short-term measure required as well as for longer-term planning.
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